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ABSTRACT

Remote vehicle tracking and monitoring System has become one of the great systems in

today industry. Many companies and institute are doing their research to enhance this

system to another new level. Chapter one in this report gives a brief idea about the

background of the study on what andwhy this system is develop. Theproblem statement

and the scope of study are clearly stated in this section to indicate the main area of the

system. Chapter two is the literature review which is a finding or study about the system

that already develop by other developer. It consists of various area of system that has

relation with the basic idea which is meant for tracking and monitoring purposes. Chapter

three is the section where the methodology use in developing the system and how the

project works for the system is presented. The methodology is a step-by-step guide to

develop the system in an organize way. The project works show how the system works

using the diagram and its basic framework. The framework developed is base on research

being done and the best framework that suitable with the system that being develop is

chose. Chapter four shows the result and discussion about the system development. The

result is show in an illustrated figure. The discussion will give the basic idea on what is

needed to be done and what should be improving for the system. Chapter five is the last

section where in give the conclusion of the system development. It also gives the

recommendation for any future upgrade or development on what need to be stressed out

to build a sound system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The use of remote vehicle tracking and monitoring system has become a common device

for today's world. Most of the big transportation companies already implemented the

system to monitor their vehicles from theiroffice or headquarter. Thereare manykindof

intervention to improve the performance of the system as well as trying to provide more

additional feature that might useful for their usage.

The system that is planned to be developed is also a vehicle monitoring base

system and it is specially build for the usage within Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS

(UTP). The system will use a GPS system as it intermediate to transmit and receive data

for the monitoring system. The in-vehicle unit will be installed with a customize circuit

board to suit it purpose to be placed in the vehicle. A base station where the application is

install to receive data and display the data will be placed somewhere in the UTP area to

make sure that the system can be use efficiently. The location of the receiver of the

spatial data will be placed at a strategic place in UTP area.

The system will be used firstly by security department as to monitor UTP's

vehicle such as busses and pickup. This is to monitor their location inside UTP and also

will become a work monitoring tools. Another issue that may need the system to be

implemented is regarding the parking lot. Probably all of the car that registered in UTP

will be installed with the vehicle monitoring system to monitor the vehicle movement.

The purpose is to monitor where they parked they car, either they parked it at the right

place. Student, lecturer and management will have their own identification and have their

own lot to park their car, therefore using the system will be easy to monitor the situation

and can also be a proved document if any argument arise.



The system should archive it objective by assisting human to make a right

decision as well as for recording purposes for future analysis. It should become a great

tool to increase working efficiency and effectiveness.

1.2 Problem Statement

The system is build meant for monitoring vehicle inside the UTP area. The systemcan be

used for UTP management to monitor their vehicle to know exactly the location of their

vehicle. Besides that, the system also can be implemented for each car that registered in

UTP such as students', lecturers' and managements' car. This can help UTP solving

certain issue such as parking space problem. Security office can easily monitor if any of

those cars is using the wrong parking lot to park their car. The real challenge for the

system development is to develop the system application base on Visual Basic.NET.

1.3 Objectives

The objective of the system is to develop a vehicle monitoring system inside UTP that

can be used by various departments to assist their daily work as well as to increase

working efficiency. The system focuses on the development of the GPS application

which will be developed using Visual Basic.NET and integrated with the transmitter. The

challenge to make sure this application can perform at the expected level. The application

should be able to display the movement of the vehicle on the map as well as other

information such as vehicle speed and the location. Another thing that needs to be looked

in depth is how to use the map in the Visual Basic.NET application as a base map.

The system also can be used to scan if any of the vehicle is reported missing

within the university area. Since there were several cases where motorcycle is reported

missing in the university, by using this system, it can help security department to track

back the vehicle. Therefore, each vehicle that wants to be brought into the university

must be registered first to make sure the record of the vehicle already there for the future

purpose.



1.4 Scope of Study

1.4.1 To improve the design of the board to place the GPS receiver

The GPS receiver and transmitter that want to be used in the system need to be attached

to a circuit board in order to make the receiver link with a power supply. Currently, there

is already an invention on this device, but the design of the board need to be improved to

make it more compact and suitable to be put at the vehicles. Furthermore, the places

where this device will be placed at the vehicle also need to be taken into account in

designing the circuit board. The place where the device wants to be put at the vehicles

need to be determined first before the designing process can be proceeds.

1.4.2 Find the place where to receive spatial data within the UTP's map.

The study on the mapping also needs to be done thoroughly in order to make sure the

system can be implemented without any problem. The place where to receive spatial data

using the GPS receiver device need to be determined by analyzing the UTP map to

choose the best location where the basic station of the system will be located. There are

several criteria that need to be count in choosing the location. The most important

criteria, it should be free from any obstruction and noise to make sure the integrity of the

data transfer. The base station needs to have ample applications and tools to make sure

the system can run at it desired performance.

1.4.3 How GPS data transferal wirelessly.

Remote vehicle tracking and monitoring system combine a number of well-developed

technologies. Irrespective of the technology being used, VMS consist of three

subsystems: a) In-vehicle unit (IVU), b) Base station and c) Communication link.

The IVU includes a suitable position sensor and an intelligent controller together

with an appropriate interface to the communication link. Embedded GPS receivers

provide absolute position co-ordinates at any point, without any area restrictions. The

controller interacts with the GPS receiver, collects co-ordinates at predefined intervals,

processes it and sends out to the communication link.



The base station consists of a high-speed system running VMS application

software that will receive the position data from the vehicles and display on a digital map.

The data link, together with a suitable communication protocol, has to be selected after a

thorough study of various parameters such as the bandwidth requirement, number of

vehicles to be tracked, expandability, terrain, area of coverage etc. Sophisticated VMS

are linked to data bases that can support information about the vehicles. Suitable

communication protocols need to be established to avoid collision of radio signal. The

simple technique is TDMA, where each IVU communicates during predefined time slots.

This synchronization is easy in a GPS based IVU as the GPS receiver provides very

precise time reference signal.

1.4.4 How to use the J peg file map

This is one of the challenge that need to solve in the first place before the process of the

development can be proceed to the application development. The question arise is either

the map can still be used as a jpeg file or need to be converted into a digital map. From

the talk and discussion with some people who are working in this area, the jpeg file still

can be used but it need more effort because the map should be plotted with the real

coordinate taken from the GPS transmitter. The coordinate then should be store as a static

database and embedded into the application to work along with the GPS transmitter later.

1.4.5 How to integrate the GPS transmitter with the Visual Basic.NET

application

Since the development of the main application of the system will use Visual Basic.NET,

then a problem may arise when the integration between the application and the GPS

transmitter wan to be implemented. To solve this problem, a research needs to be conduct

to source out how to integrate both of these things. Usually an online forum would

discuss more about this thing and there is a chance that a portion or the frill coding will be

there for academic purposes. Furthermore, there are a lot of books discussing about this

technology lately, therefore a serious effort need to be done to source out the coding.



CHAPTER 2

LITARETURE REVIEW AND/OR THEORY

Of all the applications of GPS, vehicle tracking and navigational systems have brought

this technology to the day-to-day life of the common man. Today GPS fitted cars;

ambulances, fleets and police vehicles are common sights on the roads of developed

countries. Known by many names such as:

2.1 Vehicle Tracking and Information System (VTIS)

These systems offer an effective tool for improving the operational efficiency and

utilization ofvehicles.

ttAsrsrATioN

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a DGPS based VTIS

GPS is used in vehicles for both tracking and navigation. Tracking systems enable

a base station to keep track of the vehicles without the intervention of the driver where, as

navigation system helps the driver to reach the destination [3]. Whether navigation

system or tracking system, the architecture is more or less similar. The navigation system

will have convenient, usually a graphic, display for the driver which is not needed for a



tracking system. Vehicle Tracking Systems combine a number of well-developed

technologies. Irrespective of the technology being used, VTS consist of three subsystems:

• In-vehicle unit (IVU)

• Base station

• Communication link.

The IVU includes a suitable position sensor and an intelligent controller together with an

appropriate interface to the communication link.

Embedded GPS receivers provide absolute position co-ordinates at any point,

without any area restrictions.

Figure 2.2: Block diagram of an In Vehicle Unit

The controller interacts with the GPS receiver, collects co-ordinates at predefined

intervals, processes it and sends out to the communication link. Optionally in certain

cases a man-machine- interface like a display with key board can be added for message

communication between the driver and the base station [3].



Figure 2.3: Block diagram ofa Base station.

The base station consists of a high-speed system running VTIS application

software that will receive the position data from the vehicles and display on a digital map.

It too will have the interface to the communication link. Enhanced features include video

features, trace mode, history track, vehicle database and network support.

The most costly part of a VTIS is the data link. The data link, together with a

suitable communication protocol, has to be selected after a thorough study of various

parameters such as the bandwidth requirement, number of vehicles to be tracked,

expandability, terrain and area of coverage [3].

When multiple vehicles are being tracked, a suitable communication protocol

needs to be established to avoid collision of radio signal. The simple technique is TDMA,

where each In Vehicle Unit communicates during predefined time slots [3]. This

synchronization is easy in a GPS based In Vehicle Unit as the GPS receiver provides very

precise time reference signal. However, TDMA based systems have limited

expandability, flexibility and are known for under-utilization ofbandwidth.

The alternative is polling technique. Here each vehicle is addressed by the control

station and in response the IVU sends the information. This arrangement enables variable



polling rate for different vehicles, non-polling of specific vehicles and expansion of

polling list as new vehicles are added.

2.2 Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV)

AGV systems are particularly sensitive to the interactions among the vehicles on the

track, and to the level of coordination between the AGV system and the rest of the

manufacturing system. Because of the dynamic behavior of the AGV system, queuing

theory-based analyses tend to give overly optimistic predictions [1], Math programming

procedures, many based on the transportation problem, have been presented as solutions

to some AGV design problems [1].

Control of AGVs within most manufacturing systems is accomplished by means

of a link to a central computer. The central computer often contains system-wide

information, and directs the vehicle where to go to pick up a load, where to take the load,

and might even redirect the vehicle while it is in transit to perform another task.

Depending upon the type of system, communication may occur only at specified

locations, or in more advanced systems, at any vehicle position.

Simulation modeling is used in many phases of the design process. AGV system

characteristics include three for which simulation is commonly used: track layout, vehicle

fleet size, and system control logic [1], When various track layouts are being compared, a

simulation model can assist in identifying bottlenecks and areas of high congestion. Once

the layout is established, more detailed simulation models are used to compare various

control schemes, and to evaluate the impact of the number of vehicles on system

performance.

In many material handling systems, including AGV systems, individual transport

devices share the areas of space on which they move. If an AGV is stopped, other

vehicles which are moving on that track must wait until the halted unit moves. Likewise,

if sections of track intersect, only one AGV may pass through the intersection at a time.



In a simulation model, resources are used to avoid collisions between AGV units while

they move within the system. Resources are fixed-capacity facilities which may be

allocated to one or more simulation entities (jobs) [1]. If the AGV track is separated into

a number of consecutive resources, and then allowing only one entity at a time to have a

resource manages AGV movement. Physical AGV systems often resemble this "zoning"

very closely. Segments of track are divided into non-overlapping zones, in which no

more than one vehicle is permitted at a time to avoid collisions.

The system map can be defined in at least two ways. Since the from-to table

already contains the sequence of stations a vehicle must visit to go from anywhere in the

system to any other location, a table which contains only the distance between adjacent

stations would completely define the system. When moving an AGV, using this table

would not add any modeling burden, since vehicles only travel between adjacent stations.

However, when comparing the length of travel of various vehicles from their locations to

the part station, use of this table would require the model to trace through the sequence of

stations to get from "there" to "here," summing the distances along the way. The alternate

mapping table contains a complete from-to distance matrix, listing the total travel

distance from any station in the system to any other station. For non-adjacent stations, the

table entry is the sum ofthe distances between the stations which must be traversed to get

from the vehicle location to the part station [1]. This method simplifies functions within

the simulation model, but increases the amount of data required to fully describe the

system.

2.3 Tracking the Location of Customer Equipment

Monitoring the location of customer equipment is an important problem in the direct

broadcasting satellite industry [2]. This is because the service providers would like to

prevent unauthorized movement of a customer's set top terminal (STT) from a home to a

public venue, or across an international border, due to various financial, copyright and

political issues.



This paper study four schema for detecting the movement of the STT using the

existing (or emerging) communication infrastructure. Start with the currently used

scheme which is based on the telephone network's ANI or CND (caller-ID) features, and

show how it can be undermined. Then suggest three new schemas which are more robust

than the caller ID scheme: one that that uses the Global Positioning System (GPS), one

that uses the cellular phone's enhanced 911 (E911) service, and one that measures the

time-differences-of-arrival of the satellite's broadcast. Then discuss the accuracy,

features and vulnerabilities of each scheme. It also presents possible attacks that allow

pirates to conceal their movement when these schemas are employed.

2.3.1 Using the Global Positioning System

The Global Positioning System (GPS) allows relatively cheap commercial devices (<

$100) to determine their position with 100m accuracy, and with 10m accuracy using

Differential GPS (DGPS). The GPS system uses a constellation of 24 satellites with

synchronized clocks that broadcast a specific bit stream. GPS receivers compute their

position horn the phase shift between the signals received from 4 or more satellites. In

addition to accurate positioning, GPS also provides a fairly accurate clock (340

nanosecond accuracy). An accessible introduction to GPS is [Dan98].

• The locGPS Scheme

In order to use locGPS, the STT would need to contain a GPS receiver in addition to the

secure module [2]. The GPS receiver requires an additional external antenna, which

should be packaged with the satellite receiving dish. If the down-lead from the antenna to

the STT is short, there is no need for amplification, and the added cost is negligible.

Standard installation should include both antennas, so customers need not be aware of the

added complexity. Callbacks would still be performed over the phone network as before.

Prior to the callback, the STT would query the GPS receiver to get its current position

[2]. This location information would then be sent to the service provider, who would

math it againstthe STT's legitimate location recorded in the database.

10



Figure 3 depicts two possible configurations of the STT h configuration (a), the STT

consistsofa tamper resistant secure module (S), and an off-the-shelfGPS receiver (G). S

deals with unscrambling the broadcast information and communicating with the service

provider, and queries G for position information using G's data interface. In

configuration (b), the STT consists of a single tamper-resistant mode (S+ G), which

combines the functions of S and G of configuration (a). Configuration (b) would be more

expensiveto designand build, since it would require incorporating part or all of the GPS

functionality into the secure module.

direct broadcast direct broadcast

GPS satellite satellite OPS

secure OPS

mg$iute_ receiver

S G

I STT

TV

(a)separate S andG modules

1Jn

S+G

— - —J STT

TV
U" iilMTOTWia

(b) combined S and G modules

Figure 2.4: Configurations ofan STT design using GPS.

• locGPS Vulnerability

The main problem with the locGPS scheme is that it is completely terminal-centric. The

service provider relies on the STT to measure its position and report this information

correctly. Therefore a pirate has several options of attacking the STT which would cause

it to always report its expected legitimate position regardless of its true whereabouts.

The cheaper configuration (a) can be defeated by various forms of a man-in-the-middle

attack. If the communication between S and G is in the clear, and then the pirate can

11



substitute the expected position for the actual position. An obvious counter-measure is to

have S and G use a secure protocol between them (with the side effect that G is no longer

completely "off-the-shelf). This protocolwould requireat least the following properties:

• The protocol must mutually authenticate S and G, otherwise the pirate can

disconnect G and replace it by a module that always reports a legitimate location.

• The GPS reports must contain freshness information such as time-stamps or some

random bits, otherwise the pirate can record the encrypted report at the legitimate

location and replay it at the new location.

• The GPS reports must be signed or have a message authentication code (MAC)

attached to prevent pirate tampering.

Even if a secure protocol is used in configuration (a), or if the STT is designed

using configuration (b), a sophisticated pirate can still defeat the scheme without

tampering with its internal at all. The pirate can generate fake signals from the GPS

satellite and feed them into the GPS antenna. Since the trajectory of the GPS satellite is

known with great accuracy, the pirate can compute the signal that would be received on

any point on the Earth at any given time. Of course, we are assuming here that the GPS

receiver uses the Standard Positioning Service (SPS), which is the civilian (non-military)

broadcast. If the GPS receiver uses the Precise Positioning Service (PPS), which is

currently available only to the US and allied military, the pirate would not be able to

generate the signals since they are encrypted. Another weakness of locGPS is that GPS

signals may be jammed with a low-power transmitter.

12



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK

3.1 System development methodology.

System development methodologies are designed and use as a control method in the

system development process. By providing the right methodology for the system

development, the developer can easily monitor the progress work as well as controlling

the qualityof the developsystemto make sure the best deliverywill be made. The quality

is achieved through standardization in many areas such as naming convention,

abbreviation, structures and processes. System methodology also will ensure that each

phase of the development will follow the specific time frame specify during the planning

phase. This is to make sure the system delivery can be made at the anticipated time.

Adjustment and alteration in the system specification and development also can be

included in the system development process because it is common for any system

development process to face a problem and alteration is needed. Using the system

methodology, this adjustment and alteration will still be under control to make it is still in

the system objective and scope.

For the development of remote vehicle tracking and monitoring system, SDLC is

used as methodology. Since this methodology is widely used in various area of system

development, therefore it should represent a great efficiency in controlling and

monitoring any system development. Five phase in the SDLC ensure that the system

development will be in control and the progress can be easily monitor time by time.

3.2 System model

System model occupied the SDLC phases in several ways. There are several popular

system models that have been used by many developers such as waterfall model,

evolutionary development, formal system development and reused-base development. In

13



developing remote vehicle tracking and monitoring system, waterfall model is chose to

develop the system. The reason behind it is waterfall model usually use in the system

development where the requirement is well-understood, therefore it is suitable for this

system as well as providing a great control in each development phases. This can help to

lead to a quality system development. The system develop using waterfall model should

be really organize because the model have some difficulty to compromise with a change

ofrequirement in the later phases.

Requirements definition

System and software
design

Implementation and unit
testing

Integration and system
testing

Operation and
maintenance

Figure 3.1: Waterfall model.

Each phase ofwaterfall model has its own specific purpose for the system development:

3.2.1 Requirement definition.

In this phase, the requirement of the project is specify based on the needs of the system

usage. Requirement of the system included the system functions, timeframe, tools use,

and the system framework. After the requirement has being specified, the information

gathering process needs to be done to gather as much data as possible regarding the

14



system. The information gathered will consist of data from various area of study related

to the system itself.

3.2.2 System and software design.

This phase is the transformation from the system requirement to the real system. The

system framework and flow are converted to a real product which is perform as the

propose system. This phase will consume most of the system development processes

time, and usually will use many tools to produce the desired end product. For remote

vehicle tracking and monitoring system, this phase will involve developing the

application software, configuring the map server, converting the map into digital map,

attaching the GPS transmitter and receiver to the vehicle and the base station.

3.2.3 Implementation and unit testing.

Implementation and unit testing phase is where each device and function is test

separately. This testing phase is performed to make sure each function and component

canperform at its specification. The mainreason why eachfunction and component need

to be tested first before any integration of componentand sub-system is done is to ensure

each component is free from an error that may cause harm to the system and to ensure

system performance is at a high level. Any error detected at this phase still can easily

correct without need to extract back the whole system. For this system, the software

application, GPS receiver and transmitter and the map server will be tested separately

first to make sure all these component perform as required.

3.2.4 Integration and system testing.

This phase is where the components and sub-systems are integrated with each other. At

this phase, the main objective is to make sure all components and sub-system can

perform accordingly as one system. Usually the integration will be done in step-by-step

where two components are integrated first until there is no error then will be followed by

another component or sub-system. After the system is fully integrated, then a black-box

testingand white-boxtesting will be performto test the systemas an end product.

15



3.2.5 Operation and maintenance.

This is the final phase where the system is ready to be deployed and use in the real

environment. Before that, the end users need to be trained to make sure they understand

the system functionality and process flow. They also will be trained how to perform a

simple maintenance task for the system. Other complex maintenance still needs to be

done by the expert. The system will be monitored from time to time.

3.3 System function

The system main issue is how to use the GPS technology and integrate it with the

application built to complete the system. GPS provides specially coded satellite signals

that can be processed in a GPS receiver, enabling the receiver to compute position,

velocity and time. Four GPS satellite signals are used to compute positions in three

dimensions and the time offset in the receiver clock.

The Space Segment of the system consists of the GPS satellites. These space

vehicles (SVs) send radio signals from space. The nominal GPS Operational

Constellation consists of 24 satellites that orbit the earth in 12 hours. There are often

more than 24 operational satellites as new ones are launched to replace older satellites.

The satellite orbits repeatalmost the same ground track (as the earth turns beneath them)

once each day. The orbit altitude is such that the satellites repeat the same track and

configuration over any point approximately each 24 hours (4 minutes earlier each day).

There are six orbital planes (with nominally four SVs in each), equally spaced (60

degrees apart), and inclined at about fifty-five degrees with respect to the equatorial

plane. This constellation provides the user with between five and eight SVs visible from

any point on the earth.

The Control Segmentconsists of a system of tracking stations located around the

world. The Master Control facility is located at Schriever Air Force Base (formerly

Falcon AFB) in Colorado. These monitor stations measure signals from the SVs which

are incorporated into orbital models for each satellites. The models compute precise

orbital data (ephemeris) and SV clock corrections for each satellite. The Master Control

16



station uploads ephemeris and clock data to the SVs. The SVs then send subsets of the

orbital ephemeris data to GPS receivers over radio signals.

The GPS User Segment consists of the GPS receivers and the user community.

GPS receivers convert SV signals into position, velocity, and time estimates. Four

satellites are required to compute the four dimensions ofX, Y, Z (position) and Time.

This system consists of three major components:

GPS

satellite

' ' < '

In vehicle

transmitter /

receiver

Base station

transmitter /

receiver

Application
software.

Figure 3.2: System Framework.

3.3.1 In-vehicle GPS transmitter/receiver

This unit will receive and transmit the location of the vehicle to and from the satellites. It

may use four or more satellite and the readingbetweenall the satellitewill be intersectto

determine the location of the vehicle. It will also communicate with the base station unit

in order to determine the distance from the base station.

3.3.2 Base station GPS transmitter/receiver

Base station unit will receive and transmit data to and from satellite to navigate the

location of the vehicle. Communication between this unit and in vehicle unit also will

determine the vehicle distance from the base station. This unit will send all the gathered

information to the application software. This unit is the unit which will send a request to
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satellite to locate the intended vehicle then thisunitalsowill receive backthe signal from

satellite that contain data about the vehicle. The raw GPS data is using the National

Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) standard. This raw data will be use by the

application to produce the output.

3.3.3 Application software

The application software has a lot of function to display the vehicle location on the map

as well as giving other extra information such as vehicle distance from the base station

and current speed. The application software will also able to give the detail about the

location to the end user.

The GPS sentence which is in NMEA format will be capture by the application.

NMEA data is sent as comma-delimited "sentences" which contain information based on

the first word of the sentence. There are over fifty kinds of sentences, yet an interpreter

really only needs to handle a few to get the job done. The most common NMEA sentence

of all is the "Recommended Minimum" sentence, which begins with "$GPRMC". Here is

an example:

$GPRMC,040302.663,A,3939.7,N,10506.6,W,0.27,358.86,200804„*1A

This one sentence contains nearly everything a GPS application needs: latitude,

longitude, speed, bearing, satellite-derived time, fix status and magnetic variation.

For the map use in the application, it use jpeg file map with a raster image. The

coordinate for the mapobtained usinggeo-coding.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the result or the outcome ofthe system built we be show and discuss. The

system flow will be discussed in detail and each main event will be illustrated using

diagramor framework. The final outputofthe systemwill be show using a screencapture

from the system.

The system starts from user requesting a location of certain vehicle. Then from

the application, the GPS transmitter will then send a signal to satellite to locate the

vehicle. Once the vehicle has been identified, then the satellite will send back the signal

together with the data needs to be manipulated by the application. As discuss in the

previous chapter, the data sent is in the National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA)

format. This sentence then will go through several steps of manipulation by the

application coding to produce the output that the system should able to display such as

coordinate, location and current speed.Below is the flow diagramofthe system:

User request vehicle
location

(Application)

Signal send to satellite
(Base GPS unit)

Searching the vehicle
(Satellite)

1 r

Vehicle found, send
signal to satellite
(In-vehicle unit)

View Result

(Application)
Interpret NMEA

sentence

(Application)

Get location, send signal
to base GPS unit

(Satellite)

Receive signal in
NMEA format

(Base GPS unit)

Figure 4.1: Flow diagram ofthe system
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4.1 Request Vehicle Location

The system cycle start when user requesting a location or position of certain vehicle.

From the application, a request will be sent to the base GPS unit to communicate with

satellite to locate the vehicle.

4.2 Signal Send To Satellite

The signal from base GPS unit will reach one of those 24 satellites and then the satellites

itselfwill communicate to locate the in-vehicle GPS unit.

4.3 Searching the Vehicle

From the 24 satellites on the space, at least three will be able to communicate with the in-

vehicle GPS unit to get the location.

4.4 Vehicle Found, Send Signal to Satellite

The in-vehicle GPS unit will respond to each satellite that communicates with it. The in-

vehicle GPS unit will send the data neededto calculatethe location, distance,and current

speed to each satellite.

4.5 Get Location, Send Signal to Base GPS Unit

After each satellite get the data from the in-vehicle GPS unit, it then will calculate the

position, location, distance and current speed of that vehicle. This calculation is done by

the satellite station. Then this datawill be sent to the baseGPS unit for further useby the

application.
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4.6 Receive Signal in NMEA Format

The data receive from the satellite is in the format of NMEA. This standard format was

introduced by National Marine Electronics Association into the industry. Then from the

base GPS unit, the NMEA sentence is send to the application. Here the process of the

interpretationwill begin.

4.7 Interpret NMEA Sentence

Here is the main concern of the application where a faulty coding or wrong interpretation

will lead to wrong information that will be presented later. After the application receives

the NMEA sentence then the process of interpreting it will begin. The Interpreter is the

coding built in application. It consists of two steps in the beginning, separating each

sentence into its individual words and examining the first word to figure out what

information is availableto extract.Below is the exampleofNMEA sentence:

$GPRMC,040302.663,A,3939.7,N,10506.6,W,0.27,358.86,200804„*1A

The next step is to perform actual extraction of information, starting with latitude

and longitude. Latitude and longitude are stored in the form "DDD°MM'SS.S", where D

represents hours (alsocalled "degrees"), M represents minutes, and S represents seconds.

Coordinates can be displayed in shorthand, such as "DD°MM.M'" or even "DD°". The

fourth word in the sentence, "3939.7", shows the current latitude as hours and minutes

(39°39.7'), except the numbers are squished together. The first two characters (39)

represent hours and the remainder of the word (39.7) represents minutes. Longitude is

structured the same way, except that the first three characters representhours (105°06.6').

Words five and seven indicate the "hemisphere", where "N" means "North", "W" means

"West", "E" means "East" and "S" means "South". The hemisphere is appended to the

end of the numeric portion to makea complete measurement. TheNMEA interpreters are

much easier to work with as they are event-driven. This is because data arrives in no

particular order. An event-driven class gives the interpreter the most flexibility and
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responsiveness to an application. The interpreter has been designed to report information

using events. There will be an event arise whenever the current latitude and longitude are

received. One thing to watch out for here is that some GPS devices will report blank

values when no information is known. Therefore, it's a good idea to test each word for a

value before parsing.

The interpreter then will check for a validation ofthe sentence where any error or

repetition will be discarded. Time is the cornerstone of GPS technology because

distances are measured at the speed of light. Each GPS satellite contains four atomic

clocks which it uses to time its radio transmissions within a few nanoseconds. One

fascinating feature is that with just a few lines of code, these atomic clocks can be used to

synchronize a computer's clock with millisecond accuracy. The second word of the

SGPRMC sentence, "040302.663", contains satellite-derived time in a compressed

format. The first two characters represent hours, the next two represent minutes, the next

two represent seconds, and everything after the decimal place is milliseconds. So, the

time is 4:03:02.663 AM. However, satellites report time in universal time (GMT+0), so

the time must be adjusted to the local time zone.

GPS devices analyze position over time to calculate speed and bearing. The

$GPRMC sentence also includes these readings. Speed is always reported in knots, and

bearing is reported as an "azimuth", a measurement around the horizon measured

clockwise from 0° to 360° where 0° represents north, 90° means east, 180° means south

and 270° means west. A little math is applied to convert knots into miles per hour. The

SGPRMC sentence includes a value which indicates whether or not a "fix" has been

obtained. A fix is possible when the signal strength of at least three satellites is strong

enough to be involved in calculating your location. If at least four satellites are involved,

altitude also becomes known. The third word of the SGPRMC sentence is one of two

letters: "A" for "active", where a fix is obtained, or "V" for "invalid" where no fix is

present.
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After the $GPRMC sentence has been fully interpreted, the interpreter can be

expanded to support a second sentence: SGPGSV. This sentence describes the

configuration of satellites overhead, in real-time. There are twenty-four operational

satellites in orbit. Satellites are spaced in orbit so that at any time a minimum of six

satellites will be in view to users anywhere in the world. Satellites are constantly in

motion,which is goodbecause it preventsthe existence of"blind spots" in the world with

little or no satellite visibility. Just like finding stars in the sky, satellite locations are

described as the combination of an azimuth and an elevation. As mentioned above,

azimuth measures a direction around the horizon. Elevation measures a degree value up

from the horizonbetween 0° and 90°, where 0° represents the horizon and 90° represents

"zenith", directly overhead. So, if the device says a satellite's azimuth is 45° and its

elevation is 45°, the satellite is located halfway up from the horizon towards the

northeast. In addition to location, devices report each satellite's "Pseudo-Random Code"

(or PRC) which is a number used to uniquely identify one satellite from another. Here's

an example ofa SGPGSV sentence:

$GPGSV,3,1,10,24,82,023,40,05,62,285,32,01,62,123,00,17,59,229,28*70

Each sentence contains up to four blocks of satellite information, comprised of

four words. For example, the first block is "24,82,023,40" and the second block is

"05,62,285,32" and so on. The first word of each block gives the satellite's PRC. The

second word gives each satellite's elevation, followed by azimuth and signal strength. If

this satellite informationwere to be shown graphically, it would look like Figure 8:
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Figure4.2: Graphical representation ofa SGPGSV sentence, where the
center of the circle marks the current position and the edge ofthe circle

Perhaps, the most important number in this sentence is the "signal-to-noise ratio"

(or SNR for short). This number indicates how strongly a satellite's radio signal is being

received. Satellites transmit signals at the same strength, but things like trees and walls

can obscure a signal beyond recognition. Typical SNR values are between zero and fifty,

where fifty means an excellent signal. In Figure 8, the green satellites indicate a strong

signal, whereas the yellow satellite signifies a moderate signal. Satellite #l's signal is

completely obscured. The .NET framework includes built-in support for converting

numbers between different cultures, so the changes to the interpreter required are

straightforward. In the interpreter, the only fractional value is speed, so only one change

is necessary.

All the necessary information has been extracted from the NMEA sentence and

now the information obtain can be used to be presented in the application.
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4.8 View Result

Remote Vehicle Monitoring System

rDetaite

Current Location

Coordinate

j Lorr1tra57'«L3"E

r Satellite*-

fPRN~1.SNR 31
!PRN 13. SNR. 26
!PRN 23 SNR 35
•PRN 20, SNR.39
JPRN 25 SNR 0
PRN 3,SNR.O
PRN 11, SNR 31
PRN 19, SNR 23

...J

1 -£ --

' ^

Gpt potrlion:

Lon 10058*11 6rE.Lat423*216"N

Mou«position Lon 100 58'1657"E Lai 4 2'

Clicked object

UTMEast- 718758 North 485189 Zone 47N

/•Mm

Figure 4.3: Application Screen

The output of the application is in figure 9. On the application screen, there are several

information displayed base on the data gather from the communication process between

the GPS receiverand satellites. The information was interpreted by the application using

a seto interpreter (coding). There aretwo main information shows on the application, one

is the vehicle information and the other one is the satellite information.
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4.8.1 Vehicle Detail

Rsmote Vekide Momta

Details

Current Location

Coordinate

Lon 1110 5749 *'E
Lai 4 23'16 81" N

Current Speed

Glm/h

Bearing

b

Figure 4.4: Vehicle Details

The information viewed for the vehicle details is obtain from the $GPRSC sentence.

After the interpreter extracting the information then the result is display on the left-hand

side column at the application.

There are four information shows on the column which are vehicle current

location, vehicle current speed, vehicle coordinate and vehicle bearing. The vehicle

current location is obtains when we match the coordinate received with the application

maps data to get the exact location of the vehicle. This event must work together with the

application database. The database was built locally in the application and synchronizes

with the map to able the application to give the location base on the main place inside

UTP. The current speed of the vehicle is obtained to show to movement of the car. This
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information will work together with the map to show the movement. Hence it still

displayed on the detail column to give a clear understanding ofwhat happen on the map.

Vehicle's coordinate actually the raw information from the extracted data. This

information will not give any understanding to user if it is just display alone, therefore

this information must work together with the local database to give the location of the

vehicle. Vehicle's bearing use to show the direction of the vehicle from certain place as

the mark. This is just for reference purpose as to help user quickly screen through the

map to see where the vehicle is.

4.8.2 Satellite Information

Satellited

PRN: 1, SNR: 31
PRN: 13, SNR: 26
PRN: 23. SNR: 35
PRN: 20, SNR: 39
PRN: 25, SNR: 0
PRN: 3, SNR: 0

PRN: 11, SNR:31

PRN: 19, SNR: 23

Figure 4.5: Satellite Information
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The satellite information is obtained from the NMEA $GPRSV sentence. There are four

main things that need to be show as the satellite information which are pseudo random

code, azimuth, elevationand signal-to-noise ratio.

The pseudo random code (or PRC) which is a number used to uniquely identify

one satellite from another. Azimuth measures a direction around the horizon. Elevation

measures a degree value up from the horizon between 0° and90°, where 0° represents the

horizon and 90° represents "zenith", directly overhead. The most important number is

signal-to-noise ratio (or SNR for short). This number indicates how strongly a satellite's

radio signal is being received. Typical SNR values are between zero and fifty, where fifty

means an excellent signal.

4.9 Discussion

GPS devices are designed to report any information they find, even if the information is

inaccurate. In fact, information about the current location can be off as much as half a

football field, even when devices are equipped with the latest DGPS and WAAS

correction technologies. Unfortunately, several developers are notaware of thisproblem.

There are some third-party components out there which are not suitable for commercial

applications that require enforcing a minimum level of precision. The interpreter was

really not suitable for commercial use because it did not monitor precision. Without

precision, anapplication could endupmaking unintelligent business decisions.

The system built was not really taking a concern on coordinate precession since

the limited time and source givea barrier to go further on that research. There are several

phenomenons which can cause poor precision. For example, when satellite radio signals

are transmitted, they are distorted by the troposphere and especially the ionosphere. In

fact, satellites very low on the horizon are not good for getting a fix because the signals

travel through so much of the atmosphere. Some GPS devices may even exclude these

satellitesfrom a fix to avoidthe precisionproblemsthey would cause.
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Fortunately, atmospheric distortion can be measured and corrected for the most

part. This is achieved by the use ofGPS ground stations, fixed locations which constantly

measure distortions in satellite radio signals. Calculated corrections are then broadcasted

by radio which, when combined with the actual satellite signal, gives a GPS receiver the

ability to correct distortions inreal-time. But this feature cannot be implemented in this

system.

There are several ways to distort a GPS satellite signal. Some are corrected bythe

Department of Defense and others can be corrected in GPS receiver using real-time

ground station correction signals. The only precision problem which is left to control is
Geometric Dilution of Precision. Controlling GDOP is the key to writing commercial-

grade GPS applications. A small mathematical formula can be applied to determine the
maximum allowable DOP for a particular application. The maximum allowable error

should be the greatest possible value which minimizes accuracy problems while

maximizing operational conditions.

Another factor which helps developers is time itself. Advances in GPS receiver

technology are pushing precision to new levels. While precision can be questionable with
any consumer GPS device, there will soon be a time when precision to a centimeter is

possible. Most believe that this level ofprecision will cause a revolution in industry and
pave the way for some truly amazing things; automated construction machines, tracking

for every shipping container intheworld and traffic control systems.

Therefore the enhancement of this system would be discussed in the next chapter.

The current performance of the system should already give a big chance or opportunity

for other to explore and do more research on how to improve the system especially in

term of coordinate precession and noise.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusion

The system is built for the purpose ofassisting UTP's management interm ofmonitoring

and tracking vehicle inside UTP area. The major scopes of study are to improve the

design ofthe board to place the GPS receiver, Find the place where to receive spatial data

within the UTP's map, how GPS data transferal wirelessiy, how to use the jpeg file map

and how to integrate the GPS transmitter with the Visual Basic.NET application. After

working on building the system, there are certain challenges identified as being the

barrier. The first biggest challenge is on how to use the .jpeg file as a map on the

application. Even though there are many tools that can be chose to use as an assistant to

make the jpeg file, still the difficulty can clearly be seen when the map isintegrate inside

the application. There is still missing information from the map and the spatial database
which store the location name base on the coordinate obtain through plotting the

coordinate manually during thedevelopment ofthemap conversion.

The second challenge is when to coordinate the GPS device with the application.

The GPS device has several types and the trial with a few of the devices show that some

device are working differently. Therefore, working on synchronizing the device with the

application really takes time to make sure the data and signal can be transferred freely

with less error possible. The third challenge faced is on the coding part where how to

interpret the data receive from GPS receiver. At first this thing looks just a bit easy, but

then afterthe datais transferred into the application andthe application need to recognize

the need and unneeded data which one it needto process. This part of development take

long time to be succeeded because of lack ofunderstanding in term ofhow the data work

and which data is which.

Fortunately, most of the challenge and barrier can be counter just rightly by the

assistant of several tool and people who are more expert in this field. The help of many
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tools really give a great and various view on how to built and workwith certain problem

and how to properly choose the best solution. There are many opportunity but to

recognize the most valuable one is the difficult part. Hence, the experience working on

this system development gavea goodadvantage to learn for nature work.

As for the system itself, the ability of the system to deliver the objective can

already seen as a success work. Even though there are still a few weaknesses that can be

detectedon the system,the overallperformance still can be classifiedas good.

5.2 Recommendation

As for the recommendation on the system itself, there two main things that need to be

look in deep. The first thing is the use of map. The use of jpeg file is a bit unsuitable

because it cannot giveor present detail information. It also lack of detail view because of

the resolution and scaling limitation. For future enhancement, it is highly recommended

that a use of digital map that built using any more sophisticated tools is need as it will

give more option on how to design the select what is the details or outcome that can be

show in the systemthat suit the use of the systemitself.

Second thing that need to be take into concern in future is regarding the

precession calculation for the data. Since in this builtapplication, the dataprecession was

not really take into seriousdevelopment. But for a more accurateand advance systemthat

may be built later, the precession on interpreting the GPS sentence which is the NMEA

sentence need a depth research. In today industry, the help of the GPS device itself can

help giving the more accurate data, but as the system is built from beginning, it should

have considerto developa systemthat can deliver as accuratedata as possible to user.
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' ",p;)i-\-,(i ira fie.-n i-'prc; o

Longitude = Longitude & Words(t)

RaiseEvent PositionReceived(Latitude, Longitude)

End 15

' ,r'C wc 'irivfs •-i'n'j^'h "j.j.jf r.o pjrP'i -dr^l'lzc-uji "->-;-' !ir^:
If Words(1) <> "" Then

' j-Vs. T •-/- t: ^crt ^ourr, "i: "'j •"'-•, „vi-"-c:.'i.; <j::.^ ^_J.j .' -jcco'tci
Dim UtcHours As InLeger = CType(Words(I).Substring{0, 2), Integer)
DTTit UtcMinutes As intoqor = CType (Words {!) .Substring(2, 2), Integer)
Din UtcSeconds As Integer = CType(Words{1).Substring(4, 2), Integer)
Di:n UtcMilliseconds As Integer

' i^cjct -:>' ) 'c-*':GrrJs lZ "t *i. -,vr> • '<abi^

If Words {1) .Length > "7 Then UtcMilliseconds - _
CType(Words{!}.Substring(7), Integer)

' Kow i:u: id <i -Vj <- i* 15 Ti •: -jo'ecl. wit.:: all \\tS ic^

Dun Today As DateTime - System.DateTime.Now.ToOniversalTime
Dim SatelliteTime As New System.DateTime{Today.Year, Today.Month,

Today.Day, UtcHours, UtcMinutes, UtcSeconds,
UtcMilliseconds)

' .'Jot' ;V f1*7 ~.r:<r .'isiv cjjr;*, jrf.-',".".-^' t ; fhta .~._%c-<j.i : -'"j .t:-'1 -

RsiseEvent DateTimeChanged(SatelliteTime.ToLocalTime)
End It

' L-• i-e K^r/c ti-iziugk +,:i oi.ra iit-."i ~° 'v:fcrc\"- tf)t* c.!irs?;:_" ."U'.«-_cj:''

If Words(7) <> "" Then

' /os. ."?rjt: ~he .-peed ai.c ^-o'i.verT •r to ":1'H
Dim Speed As Double - Double.Parse(Words(7), NmeaCulturelnfo)

* MPHPerKnot

' Vi',c'.s~/ c>f I ic. ::pw jpcoc
RaJ seEvent SpeedReceived(Speed)
' 7.7;. ',;•? •"/&! .he m^'r A'i>y .;i>'ica 1 lr ' r.
If Speed > jri Then RaiseEvent SpeedLimitReachedO

End T.T

' be '.vc .-jye trr.jnicfh Li'i^o^'ac , on i.-> <>. ~r-:c'. cc^rJ nq~
If Words(P) <> "" Then

' ".-jii'ic.r's th.^L tv„ i.,-'5.^LlJJ7c,^.•, xi? rt ccy/i ---.'i
Diir. Bearing As Double = Doable.Parse{Words (8) , NmeaCulturelnfo)
RaiseSvenL BearingReceived{Bearing)

End If

If Words(2) <> "" Then

Select Case Words(2)

Case "A"

RaiseEvonr, FixObtainedO

"awe "V"

RaiseF.venL FixLost{)

End Select



Return rJ rue

End Function

Puolic Function ParseGPGSV(ByVal sentence As String) As Boolean

Dim PseudoRandomCode As integer

Dim Azimuth As Integer

Dim Elevation As Integer
D_m SignalToNoiseRatio As Integer
' L)i v" 'ji> i~h. d."1,* 1-...C1: ,'f:r^ wa.ds

Dim Words() As String - GetWords{sentence)

' Lnjh :e.'j v:i:;= c.^'diri jTrsJ/r Llo^kc o£ caca. :: i_o j- -:oi 'n.:*:. oil.

Djk: Count As Integer

For Count - 1 To 4

' "J-^->.s i .'jt? .js-:•-!=;.:cr; anvi? crcuqi: wcrd-z r" zn^r/zi?
If (Words.Length - i) >= (Count * 4 + 3) Then

' YtHh. 7-'z ncr-i-id wit.n c.:z<i :yi ji.<7 l~re Dicch .
' 'Jc^± .t cc'i^jd.n ar'V •vj/'y-y.a; ..' • ?

If Words{Count * 4) <> "" And Words{Count * 4 + I) <> ""

And Words (Count * 4 + rc) <> "" Arid Words (Count * 4 + 3) <> "" Then

' Y*\<s. /j.'.'.i-i."'. .^cMJ.'.'itd) j/.x'ti s.i-" j'jr. t:::c ropo'i t ijj

PseudoRandomCode = CType(Words{Count * 4), Integer)
Elevation = CType(Words(Count * 4 + 1), Integer)

Azimuth = CType(Words(Count * £ + 2), Integer)
SignalToNoiseRatio = CType (Words (Count * 4 t- 2), Integer)
' yd.':/ of L:ii.'j iv.'SjjL!'.'." .iforn:; _o.:

RaiseEvent SatelliteReceived(PseudoRandomCode, Azimuth,

Elevation, SignalToNoiseRatio)
End If

End 7 i"

Nex t

' .-:Jic;.J t'

Return Tnjie

"nd Fu-ict.i o:.i

t-.e so-- mice w,i? t-:ccq

Pub.1ic Function ParseGPGSA(ByVal sentence As String) As Boolean
' "ivda~ rr.a per-*-.!.-rut? Inco *•}'a?

Dim Words{) As String - GetWords(sentence)
' '7p.i.i,e -J.fr DC v^v.?
If Words Co) <> "" Then

RaiseEvent PDOPReceived{Double.Parse(Words(13), NmeaCulturelnfo))

"rid If

if Words(16) <> "" Then

RaiseEvent HDOPReceived{Double.Parse(Words(L6), NmeaCulturelnfo))
End If

If WordsC") <> "" Then

RaiseEvent VDOPReceived(Double. Parse (Words (1"'), NmeaCulturelnfo))

End TT

Re'UT. True

End Fu:icr.icn

' :*•:'.. >•:::< Tr.ie i„" sj ^fiiLeccc ' t c':^.:"•:.'? lvi .ttj.'.c:s.j :r:p 'jz^c-, i<* Le'i :\i<-ck.<-nr.

Puolic Function IsValid(ByVal sentence As String) As Boolean
' C\-np3 ' -i • e •}•,'! r.j."*/ e:.*v cj.'"i.e.- i* •'_;•* ei5/.sii _.-k _.c '_;:•? ;;j .i.ula: lor.
Return sentence.Substringfsentence.IndexOf(""") + 1) = _

GetChecksum{sentence}

End Fui.ction

Public Function GetChecksum(ByVal sentence As String) As String



' I-,or :.!:.c-i:r. ail cn-sz,-. iv ge; -2 rr.cck^ur-.
Dim Character As Char

Dim Checksum As Integer

For Each Character In sentence

Select Case Character

Case "$"c
' ~gr.ji.r- '-.:jj ao-I-ir rnjr

Ca^e "♦"c

' i'toji- pi~orHSS.in3 b^fo~~'.* J.;:-> c2.~l-*zis?
Exit For

Case Else

' ~c e: 1.-J 1he -~-rr\ 'rd. l:-~ ^ a* ~:.c <~,l-e"k&uT?

If Checksum = 0 Then

' /ci. Zcz z'c.t i.iecfii-i z:- r.h-j ,-,:I.i.-

Checksum = Convert.ToByte(Character)

Else

' K<->. y~)t< uie •.*:.?-> stpi i" & lZ'.i Lt.ic c"<3'"-.t'i e.'" '1 v<: ji:s

Checksum = Checksum Xor Convert.ToByte(Character)

End If

End Select

Next

' \ci-jt. •'-e alf'crmiTP f^iLeiii^c's's -- rwi-••rf-r.ji-i^r ."-?.-..-3'-,ci,p--j "

Return Checksum.ToString("Xi")

End Function

End Class

P-uilic Class HighPrecisionTest

Private WithEvents MyInterpreter As New Nmealnterpreter
Private MaximumDOPAllowed As Integer *- 6
Private CurrentHDOP As Double

Public Sub Test()
' -y-5? ;.it.e:il:e .-.-ifoi ".n::. r,i (1-t^OP -s ~0.\.i

MyInterpreter.Parse(BSG?CSA,A,:,,,,,,,,,,,,,50.r,iC.0,h3.0•05"1
' Ptrst- L.li L-..T s;1 E«c\3Jt.J»

Mylnterpreter.Parse ("C>GPPMC,22.cj2.33.y90, **, 3939. 4.'00,N, " &
" lC!i06.4C0C,W,0.0v),o:.';0,26C804, , 435")

' Fcrrc: jji' ;,'ils irii'.i/,-'^ i: / or: (HDi>i' jo ..2)
MyInterpreter.Parse("$^P^SA,A, 3,1., 29, iT,uiJ, 19,^9,26, ,,,,,/.3,_.2,>.0*30")
' f^/.-e /-':*: ~ur fL-ii' pt:si', ur -jj:j-''1
Mylnterpreter. Parse ("$Cp:<:-1C, 01 ^;ij^.r)ti4,.M., 39j9.7PCQ,N," &

"KbOfc. /UUC,"ri,0.3C, 19ii. 0 /, 290?04, ,*1". "}

End Sub

Private Sub 0nHD0PReceived(3yVdl value As Double)
Handles MyInterpreter.HDOPReceived

' ~\i-r-froor i.:~e ••'jririj:. KDOF v.fl1 a.

CurrentHDOP = value

End Sun

Private Sub OnPositionReceived(iyVal latitude As String, _
ByVal longitude As String) Handles Mylnterpreter.PositionReceived
' i.* 1 In F,';Or •>' e-:jr. j-x.~

If CurrentHDOP <= MaximumDOPAllowed Then

' Yes. jixplay i.:v (.-j--i',ii. T'O'ij.*:. cr
Debug.WriteLine ("You r,za nere: " & latitude & ", " & longitude)

E2 se

' \it". f^i.'-iTCi ;.'';.j' pQ^-.Z O.'i-J UtS-^.-ijZG'.i- T.

Debug.WriteLine ("Tne icteLved iccaric] is ncl pro.-ise enough .0 us?.")
Ena If

End Sub

End CI ass


